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Prices Rebound in America's Largest Power Supply Auction as Nukes Fail to Clear
Renewables, Aggregations, Efficiency, and Demand Response Defy Expectations

Industry Insight
PJM Interconnection’s (PJM) grid-wide clearing price for capacity in its annual auction for delivery
in 2021/2022 rose 83% from the previous sale to $140/MW-day, marking a rebound from a
two-year streak of price drops. The auction procured 163,627 MW of supplies, with notable
increases in demand response, energy efficiency, and renewable generation. Prices were not high
enough for a handful of nuclear plants that failed to win commitments, dropping the amount of
nuclear capacity that cleared in the auction by over a quarter from the prior year.
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Renewables and demand response did surprisingly well especially because they are deemed
seasonal assets with limited ability to meet the new stringent performance standards that require
year-round capacity. Seasonal capacity resources that cleared as an aggregated annual product for
year-round commitment jumped by nearly 80% from last year even as concerns emerged that the
strict performance rules unfairly put the seasonal supplies at a disadvantage in the market.
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Historical Trends: New Capacity and Prices

The auction comes as several states are trying to forestall the closure of financially struggling nuclear plants. The U.S. Department of Energy
is also weighing a request by the bankrupt FirstEnergy Solutions to rescue its coal and nuclear plants. As expected by many, Exelon’s Three
Mile Island and Dresden nuclear plants did not clear the auction. The auction marks the fourth time in a row the Three Mile Island nuclear plant
in Pennsylvania failed to clear. Exelon has called for policy reforms to value the zero-emission attributes of nuclear plants.
The total procured capacity of 163,627 MW represents a 21.5% reserve margin, compared to a 15.8% required reserve for the delivery year. The
higher-than-required reserve margin means that PJM will have more than enough resources and could lower electricity prices. PJM said that
offer prices were likely higher as a slump in energy prices prompted generators to seek revenues in the capacity market. The auction saw
about 1,400 MW of new generating capacity and uprates win supply commitments from PJM, a drop in half from a year ago.

New Cleared Generation Falls Dramatically since Last Year

Capacity Prices by Locational Deliverability Area (per MW-day)
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Prices Rise by 83% after Falling for Two Consecutive Auctions
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Guest Contributor Commentary
PJM attributed the higher prices to several factors. First, lower energy market revenues led to both higher
net cost of new entry and more aggressive offers from resource owners, as they are receiving less
revenue from the energy market. Second, transfer capability into constrained areas was increased. Third,
the overall capacity cleared in the auction was lower. Other crucial factors include the failure of about
VP of Market Intelligence at
7,400 MW of nuclear capacity to clear the auction, which likely led to ComEd continuing to separate and
Customized Energy Solutions
ATSI separating at all; the combination of Exelon’s nukes (2,700 MW) and FE nukes (2,800 MW) would
likely make up most of that value. This definitely had an impact in my estimation. In addition, this year’s capacity saw significantly less new entry
(893 MW or about 37% of last year’s level of 2,389 MW), which has likely driven lower prices in the past as most of those resources were price-takers
in the market due to their financing agreements requiring them to clear the auction to maintain the financing.

Barbara Clemenhagen

Demand-Side Participation in Capacity Market
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Active load management

Interruptible Load for Reliability

Price Responsive Demand

RPM Offered DR + FRR Committed DR

RPM Offered Energy Efficiency

RPM Cleared DR + FRR Commited DR + ILR + PRD
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